DRP 06 TR mini-boom
fully powered concrete placement boom
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DRP 06 TR mini-boom
The DRP 06 TR is ideal for concrete distribution over large areas, even indoors,
where traditional booms have difficulty gaining access.
Mounted on a track carriage, this new type of equipment, fully powered,
is operated by remote control.
The operator is able to choose the best position to maneuver the equipment
in absolute safety for himself as well as for other workers in the construction
area. In fact, since it is radio controlled, it is possible to move the tracks and
the two boom sections autonomously.

Advantages
The track system allows the operator to move the equipment without a lifting
device or crane during the placing operations.
The operator has a free range of movement and is able to choose the position
offering the best visibility and greatest safety for himself and others.
The rubber hoses do not require manual handling. Mounted on the slides
provided, they are dragged by the device itself.
Faster placement thanks to its 5” diameter pipeline.
Necessitates fewer workers in the operational area.
Better ergonomy for users.
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DRP 06 TR - 45M

73 0 56 50 1 45 9

100/127

4,1/2”

6

19,7

2.990

6.591

195

430

drp 06 tr - 55m

73 0 56 50 1 55 9

125/148

5,1/2”

6

19,7

3.040

6.702

300

661

the boom is equipped with a 22 hp gasoline engine. always use 87 octane gasoline minimum.
the boom is radio remote control operated.
by request, we can also supply an additional wired control to be used in case of emergency.
Other versions on request.
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